Extra-Newsletter

Right on again, Spring of 2007
Recent Headlines News
H&R Block initially reported a loss of $44.7 million, or 14 cents a share, in
February……

Analyst Says Market To Be Volatile, Could Break 12,000…..
Europe's Banks Rattled by U.S. Subprime Troubles….
Closer to Bankruptcy…
Bankruptcy…..

Master Kuek predictions on the world events can be traced back in both
Newsletter 16th and 18th, please see below or visit:
http://www.misterfengshui.com/pdt/pdf45967f06ceb88.pdf
Excerpt from misterfengshui.com Newsletter 16th 6th January –February 4th 2007
Below is the Heavenly stem and Earthy Branch of the year of 2007-the year of Boarand in simplicity term I will explain the basic overall 2007 world happenings. And
mind you that the year of Boar starts Feb 4th 2007-not 1st of January nor Feb 18th (the
first day of Chinese New Year)
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Yin Fire/Boar
Yin Fire is sitting on Yang Water.
In Spring Season:

Spring is heavy in Wood that provides life to Yin Fire. However, the hidden
wood is weak that might create problem to the stock markets and
overall health problems. Food poisonings and women related health issues
would be in the headlines of newspapers.

In Summer Season:

Summer is heavy in Fire that gives strengths to Yin Fire. More good news and
celebrations of world happenings. It might be a breakthrough in science and
the world is in a more peaceful state.
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In Autumn Season:

Autumn is heavy in Metal that drains the Fire energies. Major roads accidents
and health problems persist and require the world attention. The stock markets
might crash or major corrections are expected.

In Winter Season:

Winter is heavy in Water that put out the Yin Fire. The world in darkness and
require immediate attention.

http://www.misterfengshui.com/pdt/pdf45e812119ee56.pdf
Excerpt from misterfengshui.com Newsletter 18th, 6th March 2007- 5th April 2007

Obstructing Tai Sui (Grand Duke Jupiter)-犯太歲
犯太歲,太歲頭勿動土
犯太歲 太歲頭勿動土
Tai Sui literally means that such star is fully in charge or in command for that particular year.
This is heavily associated with the year Heavenly Stem(天干) and Earthy Branch(地支). The
Heavenly Stem represents the ‘heavenly energies’ and thus the skies’energy; In Scientific
terms, this is the magnetic field and radiation emission. While the Earthy Branch represents
the earth’s energies with directions. With the different combination of Heavenly Stems and
Earthly Branches each year, such chemical reaction resulted in different directions energies,
some are kind, and some are unkind. 2007 丁 亥 (Ting/Boar) for example, the North
direction/sector is with a candle light fire element. Imagine that Boar is heavy in

water with the light fire energies interactions? What would the chemical
reaction like? You tell me. Stock market crashing! Bankruptcy surging!
Volatility! Volatility and volatility!
Your letters and comments are always welcome!
-Kerby Kuek
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